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A B S T R A C T
The manufacture of non-crimp fabric composites typically requires the forming and consolidation of the reinforcement material. During this process the material is
subjected to complex loading where the coupling of tensile, bending, shear and compressive forces result in deformations to the internal architecture of the textile. To
determine the extent of these deformations a numerical modelling method has been developed to capture the kinematic behaviour of non-crimp fabric textiles. This
method focuses on capturing the interactions between the ﬁbrous tows and the stitch yarns which bind the tows together. Through modelling at a level of detail in
which the meso-scale interactions are explicitly present, the macro-scale behaviour of the material proceeds naturally within the model, negating any requirement for
detailed characterisation of the physical material. This also enables a detailed description of the internal architecture of the deformed fabric to be extracted for
analysis or further modelling. The present study explores the method's ability to capture both local and global deformations which occur in non-crimp fabrics,
speciﬁcally to capture the onset of deformations that appear due to tow-stitch interactions and the forming and compaction of multiple layers. Comparison with
experimental results show good agreement for both meso-scale deformations, resulting from multi-layer compaction, and global in-plane shear deformations induced
through forming over complex tooling.
1. Introduction
The recent growth of ﬁbre reinforced composites for high perfor-
mance applications has motivated a concentrated eﬀort to increase
their performance and sustainability while, simultaneously, reduce
their production times and cost. One method of composite production
which has the potential to address some of these challenges is Liquid
Composite Moulding (LCM). LCM processes are widely used in auto-
motive to cope with high production rates and cost constraints, and are
now being exploited in some commercial aircraft programs as the
principal material for primary structural components. These processes,
unlike pre-pregs and in-autoclave processes, use dry textile preforms
which are then infused with a liquid resin. The possibility of eliminating
the autoclave process results in signiﬁcant cost reductions, while the
increased thickness and handle-ability of the textiles reduces layup
times.
For high performance applications, LCM processes typically use
non-crimp fabrics (NCFs). Unlike woven fabrics, where the weaving of
orthogonal tows causes the ﬁbres to undulate, tows in NCFs are re-
garded as having ideal unidirectional ﬁbre paths; where the warp and
weft tows are bound together with a light stitch yarn. The stitch yarn
ensures the integrity of the ﬁbres is maintained, however, its presence
creates distortions to the ﬁbrous tows and can induce deformation
mechanisms, during forming processes, which are unique to NCFs.
Distortions to the ﬁbrous structure are introduced to the NCF during
its fabrication. These are a result of the penetration of the needle into
the ﬁbrous plies during the stitching process. The distortions can be
localised to the stitch site, or more global, where the localised distor-
tions collate into large distortions - separating the ﬁbrous tows [1].
The NCF is further susceptible to structural changes during the
processing required to achieve the ﬁnal composite. This typically in-
cludes the forming of the initially planar material into a three dimen-
sional shape. During this process the material is subjected to complex
loading where the low internal cohesion between tows and ﬁbres allows
for large relative displacements to occur. The presence of the stitch yarn
constrains these displacements, and hence the deformation mechanisms
of the fabric are strongly determined by stitch-tow interactions with
stitch strain, stitch architecture and inter-stitch friction all playing an
integral role [2–4].
The deformations, which result from the complexity of the stitch
yarn and it's interaction with the ﬁbrous tows, have shown to reduce
the stiﬀness and damage resistant capabilities of NCF composites, with
tow waviness, resin pockets and tow cross-sectional shape all identiﬁed
as being key parameters [5–9].
Attempts to model the behaviour of NCFs have focused mainly at
the macro-scale, which consider the NCF as a continuum [10], or use
semi-discrete methods to include speciﬁcs of the meso-scale structure
[11]. These methods have been successful at capturing the dominant
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deformations observed during the forming of NCFs, but they are unable
to provide details of the deformed meso-scale architecture and have yet
to include the high through thickness compliance of the material and
interaction of multiple layers.
Discrete methods are an attractive solution for modelling textile
materials as they explicitly model the interaction between the in-
dividual tows, therefore if suﬃcient detail of the meso-scale geometry is
present within the model then the macro-scale behaviour will appear
naturally. Creech et al. [12] compared a discrete modelling approach
for the forming of a NCF over a hemisphere with an equivalent con-
tinuum approach, the discrete modelling approach proved to be sig-
niﬁcantly more accurate. This approach used chains of solid elements to
represent each individual tow, interconnecting bar elements, approx-
imating the stitch yarn, bound the rows of elements chains together.
The authors concluded that the increased accuracy at capturing the
macro-scale behaviour of the fabric by the discrete modelling approach
was due to the method's ability to capture the relative motions of the
individual tows more accurately. However, simpliﬁcation of the meso-
scale structure, namely the tow cross sectional shape and stitch archi-
tecture was noted to be a limitation of the method.
A similar approach was developed in Ref. [13] for a ± 45 NCF, this
had the addition of gap elements which were placed between tows and
allowed for the formed geometry to be used in an infusion model, re-
presenting resin ﬂow between ﬁbre tows.
A number of discrete modelling approaches have been proposed for
modelling the deformation behaviour of woven textiles. The multi-ﬁ-
lament group of methods, which considers yarns to be an assembly of
1D element chains, has proven to be very eﬀective [14–19]. The main
beneﬁt of these approaches is their ability to capture the low cohesion
and complex interactions between individual ﬁbres and yarns by
modelling at the sub yarn level. Nevertheless, the computational cost of
modelling at this level is high, this typically constrains the method to
modelling at the scale of the unit cell. Stig and Hallström [20] presented
a method where the yarns are represented as slender tubes using shell
elements. To achieve the initial fabric architecture the tubes are inﬂated
until the required volume is achieved. By capturing the contact between
adjacent yarns, during the inﬂation process, the undulations of the
yarns and cross-section shapes were captured to a good degree of ac-
curacy. El Said et al. [21] presented a similar approach for modelling
the forming and consolidation of 3d woven fabrics. Implemented in the
LS-Dyna Explicit ﬁnite element software, the method used a two-step
process. The ﬁrst step generated an accurate as-woven geometry of a
unit cell of fabric using a multi-ﬁlament approach. The geometry was
then extracted and tessellated to form a feature or component scale
fabric model, where the yarns are represented as hollow surfaces using
shell elements. These elements acted as contact surfaces for yarn to yarn
interactions, shell elements were then placed through the thickness to
create resistance to transverse compression. This approach proved very
successful at generating an accurate as-woven textile architecture and
was able to capture both the meso and macro-scale deformations of the
fabric induced by its forming and consolidation.
The present paper extends the method proposed by El Said et al.
[21] to capture the complex interactions between the stitch yarn and
the ﬁbrous tows in a biaxial NCF during forming and compaction
processes. The challenge of generating an accurate initial geometry is
ﬁrst addressed through the use of a multi-chain beam element approach
at the unit cell scale. This geometry is then tessellated to build a macro-
scale fabric model which is used to examine the forming and con-
solidation behaviour of both single and multiple layers of NCFs.
2. Modelling initial geometry
The fabrication of NCFs results in distortions to the individual tows
within the fabric. Speciﬁcally, the penetration of the needle into the
unidirectional plies, and tension applied to the stitch yarn, can cause
inter-tow separation and undulation along the length of the tows [1].
Representing the manufactured fabric architecture accurately in the
modelling process has been shown to increase the accuracy of the
models for predicting the deformation of the meso-scale structure [22].
The ﬁrst stage of this modelling process will therefore focus on the
acquisition of an accurate initial geometry, this will then be used for the
subsequent modelling of forming and consolidation processes.
2.1. Modelling strategy
The multi-ﬁlament group of methods has shown notable accuracy in
predicting the as-woven and compacted state of 2D and 3D woven
fabrics [14–19]. A number of methods exist within in this modelling
category, however they all share the same premise. They discretise each
tow into multiple 1D element chains, each of these element chains
approximates the behaviour of a bundle of ﬁbres. Contact models are
then used to capture the interactions between the element chains, this
allows for both the low cohesion and complex interactions of the ﬁbres
to be simulated.
The approach used here, to model the as-manufactured state of the
NCF, will be based on a multi-ﬁlament method initially proposed by
Mahadik and Hallett [16] for 3-D woven fabrics. This approach uses
chains of beam elements to represent the bundles of ﬁbres, these are
assigned an elastic, perfectly plastic material behaviour which is used to
approximate the bending behaviour of bundles of ﬁbres. The model
begins with an initially loose description of the fabric architecture,
which is built based on the kinematics of the weaving process. An ar-
tiﬁcial thermal expansion coeﬃcient is prescribed to the beam elements
representing the binder yarns. By applying a negative thermal load to
the model, the beam elements in the binder yarn contract, which si-
mulates the tension on the tow, during the weaving process and gen-
erates the initial as-woven fabric geometry.
For NCFs, the ﬁbrous tows are not inter-woven, however the stitch
yarn assumes the same purpose during the stitching process as the
binder yarn does during the weaving process of 3-D woven fabrics - it
binds the warp and the weft tows together. Based on this, the same
modelling methodology is applicable to simulate the stitching process
of NCFs.
2.2. Prediction of initial geometry
The fabric under consideration in this paper is a carbon ﬁbre, two
layer, biaxial NCF. The warp and the weft tows are arranged in a 0/90
conﬁguration. The areal weight of each of the warp and weft layers is
268 gm−2. These are bound together with a light polyester stitch yarn
in a tricot chain formation which has an areal weight of 4 gm−2, the
total areal weight of the material equating to 540 gm−2. The stitching
process is periodic, therefore the structure is built up of repeating cells.
This periodicity can be exploited in the modelling of the stitch process
by using just a single unit cell to simulate the behaviour of the entire
structure. The chosen unit cell must capture the overall periodicities of
the fabric so that, through translations and repetitions, the entire fabric
can be constructed. Fig. 1 illustrates the unit cell that will be used in
this modelling process. The unit cell dimensions are 10mm along the
warp direction and 5mm along the weft. It should be noted that com-
plex interactions of the stitch yarn, speciﬁcally at the loop regions of the
chain stitch, are not present at the boundaries of the unit. This sim-
pliﬁes the periodic boundary constraints, which are required in the
model to ensure the periodicity of the structure is maintained.
The approximate number of ﬁbres contained within each stitch re-
peat in the unit cell was calculated under the assumption that each
stitch loop in the respective direction contains equal number of ﬁbres,
ﬁbres do not bridge between tows and the ﬁbre paths are perfectly
straight across the unit cell. Using the areal weight of each layer, the
unit cell dimensions, ﬁbre density (1,770 kgm−3) and ﬁbre diameter
(7 μm) the approximate number of ﬁbres in the warp tows is 20,000 and
in the weft tows 10,000.
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Following the approach proposed by Mahadik and Hallett [16],
each of the ﬁbrous tows in the model is constructed of beam element
chains and assigned with a plastic kinematic material model available
in the LS-Dyna explicit ﬁnite element software package. Based on [23]
the base number of beam element chains per tow is set to 64, each beam
element representing approximately 155 ﬁbres. Conserving this beam-
to-ﬁbre ratio results in 64 chains in the weft tows and 128 in the warp
tows. Each beam element chain has a circular cross section, the area of
which is determined by the sum of the cross section areas of the ﬁbres
each element chain represents. The stitch yarn is simpliﬁed to just a
single beam element chain. Green et al. [23] made further develop-
ments to the model proposed in Ref. [16], the properties for the plastic
kinematic material model were tailored to increase the accuracy of the
model, these parameters are shown in Table 1 and will be used here for
the NCF model.
The geometry of the initial state of the model is illustrated in Fig. 2.
An initially loose topology of the fabric architecture is generated. This is
based on the kinematics of the stitching process and is constructed from
basic information of the fabric i.e. stitch architecture, tow spacing, the
number of ﬁbres per tow and diameter of each of the ﬁbres.
As just a single unit cell is used, it is necessary to consider the eﬀect
of adjacent cells to enforce the periodicity in the model. For the beam
element chains representing the ﬁbrous tows, multi-point constraints
(MPCs), which set restrictions on the mutual displacement of linked
nodes, connect tow end nodes to the equivalent node on the opposite
side of the unit cell. This constrains the tows in the length direction,
however, as half tows are present at the boundaries of the unit cell,
further constraints are required to stop transverse spreading of the tow
outside the unit cell, which would compromise the periodicity of the
model. To enforce this constraint, the model is expanded to include a
small area of the adjacent unit cells. This is done by taking the tows
present at the boundaries of the unit cell, copying and translating them
laterally to the opposite side of the unit cell. The copied yarns act as
slave yarns and sit outside the unit cell boundary, each node within the
slave yarn is linked to its duplicate within the unit cell in all degrees of
freedom through the use of MPCs. A schematic showing the initial
model, including the slave tows, is shown in Fig. 2.
To achieve the initial fabric architecture, a thermal expansion
coeﬃcient is prescribed to the beam elements that represent the stitch
yarn. The model is then subjected to a negative thermal load, which
contracts the individual beam elements. As periodic boundary condi-
tions constrain the nodes at the boundaries, the contraction of the in-
dividual beam elements results in tension of the beam element chain,
simulating the tension applied to the stitch yarn during the stitching
process. This draws the fabric together and generates the initial archi-
tecture. The thermal load is used as a method to apply an even strain to
the stitch yarn to reduce its length. The magnitude of this load is such
that the ﬁnal length of the stitch chain matches that in the physical
material. This can be approximated using the areal weight of the stitch
yarn in the fabric and its tex value; parameters which are often readily
available from the material provider. Fig. 3 illustrates the process and
also emphasises the role of the slave tows.
3. Meso-macro model
The multi-chain beam element method discussed in the previous
section is used to generate the initial state of the NCF geometry. It is a
high resolution method which is able to approximate the low cohesion
and complex interactions of the individual ﬁbres within a single tow.
The discretisation of the tows into multiple element chains, however,
conﬁnes the method to unit cell size problems and it is therefore not
computationally feasible to model the non periodic deformations that
are typically present in the forming and consolidation of complex
structures. A method is developed here which allows for larger scale
models, comprised of hundreds of unit cells, to be built and used for
simulating non periodic problems. This utilises the predicted NCF
geometry from the previous section to build a more computationally
eﬃcient model able to capture the meso-scale deformations, as well as
the macro-scale behaviour, of the fabric.
3.1. Geometry extraction and tessellation
To have a macro-scale model that is able to simulate both the meso
and macro-scale deformations of the textile structure, an accurate re-
presentation of the meso-scale structure is ﬁrst required. This was
achieved in the previous section, but for this to be exploited in a larger
scale model, the geometric features must be extracted so that the ﬁ-
brous structure of each of the tows can be represented as a single sur-
face. Two steps are required to perform this. First the centreline of each
tow is extracted and deﬁned by a series of centreline points. Next, a set
of section points forming the tow cross-section surface, at each cen-
treline point, is deﬁned in a local coordinate system perpendicular to
the centreline.
Following the extraction of the tow surface geometry a ﬁnite ele-
ment model needs to be constructed. The is done by tracing the surface
of the individual tows with shell elements, these shells act as contact
surfaces which allow for tow interactions to be captured. However,
Fig. 1. a) top view of fabric highlighting a single unit cell b) bottom view of
fabric highlighting a single unit cell.
Table 1
Material properties applied to beam elements.
ρ (tonne/mm2) E (MPa) σy (MPa)
0.05 20 40
Fig. 2. Full model of NCF in its initial loose state.
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modelling just the surface geometry with shell elements results in tows
with hollow sections, which have no resistance to transverse loading.
To simulate the transverse behaviour of the tow accurately, shell ele-
ment supports are place along the length of the tows. These are pre-
scribed with a visco-elastic material property to enable cross-section
deformation to be simulated as a shear dominated phenomenon. The
properties for the shell elements representing the tow surface and the
shell element supports are presented in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.
These have been pragmatically tailored to capture the deformation
behaviour of carbon ﬁbre tows and are discussed in detail in Ref. [21].
It should be noted that these are eﬀective properties and hence do not
preserve the physical properties of the real tow structure, therefore the
method considers only the kinematic behaviour of the fabric structure
and not its mechanical response.
The nodes of the deformed beam element chain, representing the
stitch yarn, are imported from the multi-ﬁlament model. The number of
nodes, representing the stitch yarns, are reduced and redistributed en-
suring the geometry is accurately maintained. The stitch yarns are then
re-meshed and represented again as a single beam element chain,
prescribed with the same plastic kinematic material model properties
deﬁned in section 2.2. A schematic of the new representation of the
fabric geometry can be seen in Fig. 4.
Following the geometry extraction and the re-meshing of the unit
cell model, it is then tessellated to a speciﬁed size, which is dependent
on the process is to be modelled. This builds a fabric model of multiple
unit cells that can be used to examine larger scale processes.
3.2. Compaction of multiple layers
The compaction of dry ﬁbre reinforcements is an integral process in
composite manufacture, to increase the ﬁbre volume fraction in the
ﬁnal composite. To validate the compressive behaviour of the meso-
macro model, the compaction of ﬁve layers of the biaxial NCF was
performed and compared to μCT images. To obtain the μCT images ﬁve
layers of the biaxial NCF were compacted, in their dry state, using the
bespoke acrylic compaction rig. Analysis of the compressed fabric in its
dry state eliminated the possible deformations which could form as a
result of the infusion process, ensuring the deformations present were
solely a product of the compaction process. The layers were stacked up
all with the same ﬁbre orientation, the relative shift between layers was
not controlled. Spacers were used in the compaction rig to control the
ﬁnal thickness of the specimen, which was equivalent to 60% ﬁbre Vf.
For the model, the unit cell geometry was extracted and tessellated,
to the same size as the physical specimen, following the procedure
previously outlined. The relative shifts, present between layers in the
experiment, were extracted from the μCT images and applied to the
model. The model was then compacted between two parallel rigid
surfaces via a velocity controlled displacement to a ﬁbre volume frac-
tion of 60%.
A comparison between the compacted geometries of the μCT ob-
servations and the simulation are presented in Fig. 5. The prediction for
the tow cross sectional shapes show good agreement with experimental
results. Furthermore the model is able to predict the tow paths with
good accuracy, capturing the small undulations in the tow that form as
a result of the tows having to accommodate the crossing stitch yarn.
3.3. Forming over complex tooling
When a planar material is draped or formed over complex three
dimensional tools, the material is forced to deform to allow for a change
in its shape. For textiles, in-plane shear is the dominant deformation
mechanism during this process, this results in large rotations in the ﬁbre
direction and a change in the net shape of the material. The extent of
the shear deformation is largely determined by the tool shape. Doubly
Fig. 3. Initial loose geometry a) weft cross-section b) warp cross-section. Predicted as-manufactured geometry c) weft cross-section d) warp cross-section.
Table 2
Tow surface shell element material properties for elasto-plastic material model.
Shear Modulus
(MPa)
Tangential Modulus
(MPa)
Bulk Modulus
(MPa)
Yield Strength
5 100 200 60
Table 3
Tow core shell element material properties for visco-elastic material model.
Initial Shear
Modulus (MPa)
Inﬁnite Shear
Modulus (MPa)
Bulk Modulus
(MPa)
Decay Constant
25 50 200 0.1
Fig. 4. Mesh for 3D tow representation with one tow hidden to show cross-
section supports.
Fig. 5. A comparison between μCT image of compacted NCF layers (top) and
model prediction (bottom).
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curved tools such as tetrahedrons and double domes are often used as
bench mark problems for examining the shear behaviour of textiles. To
examine the meso-macro method's ability to capture the shear beha-
viour of the NCF the forming of a single layer over a tetrahedron was
simulated and compared with experimental results.
For the experiment, a specimen size of 350× 350mm was used. A
grid of dots with 20mm spacing was placed on the top surface of the
fabric. This was then formed over a tetrahedron tool using a double
diaphragm forming process. An image was taken from above the fabric,
normal to the diaphragm surface, before and after forming, to track the
dotted grid between the two steps.
The double diaphragm forming process is a controlled method
which creates an even tension across the fabric whilst not inhibiting out
of plane deformation. The process consists of three steps. In the ﬁrst
step, the fabric is placed between two elastomeric diaphragms. The
diaphragms are positioned and secured over a hollow vacuum forming
box with the forming tool beneath the fabric on a liftable surface. Full
vacuum is then applied to the cavity between the diaphragms. The
second step is to raise the surface with the tool on so that it is aligned to
the external boundaries of the membranes. The ﬁnal step is then to
evacuate the air between the bag and the tool surface. The atmospheric
air pressure pushes the diaphragms down, forcing the fabric to form to
the tool geometry.
In order to model the experiment the simulated forming process was
simpliﬁed. Again the unit cell geometry was extracted and tessellated to
a size of 350× 350mm. A rigid surface was placed just below the
bottom surface of the fabric. A body load was then applied to the
modelled fabric, compressing the NCF against the rigid plate. The tet-
rahedron tool was then translated upwards, the contact between the
tetrahedron and the rigid plate was removed enabling the tetrahedron
to penetrate through the plate and allow the NCF to be formed over it.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison between the experiment and predicted
formed conﬁgurations.
The images of the NCF in its un-deformed state and ﬁnal conﬁg-
uration have been digitally processed to extract the coordinates of the
grid points. The detection process starts by enhancing the images of the
physical grid by overlaying circles on the grid points. Next the images
are submitted to an extraction algorithm that detects the circles and
extracts the centre points. A mesh is then built using the grid points.
This mesh can be used to calculate the shear angle throughout the
preform. It should be noted that this is only the deformation from the
top-view and is not actual in-plane shear angles as the deformation
cannot be resolved to the fabric surface normal from the top views
images alone. Nonetheless, this is still a useful comparative measure
between the experiment and the ﬁnite element analysis when both re-
sults are processed in the same way. To ensure the results were directly
comparable, the dotted grid taken from the experiment prior to forming
was extracted and projected on the surface of the modelled fabric. The
nearest node to each of these points was then tracked through the si-
mulated forming process and extracted when the simulation was com-
plete.
An overlay of the two deformed meshes from the experiment and
the simulation is shown in Fig. 7a. This comparison shows that the si-
mulation is in good agreement with the experimental work for pre-
dicting the global fabric deformation. Localised diﬀerences are present,
particularly around the base of the punch tool. The top view shear
angles calculated from these grids (shown in Fig. 7b) present a similar
result. The simulation follows the general trend from the experiment
but there are local diﬀerences present in the experiment which are not
realised in the simulation. This may be attributed to the simpliﬁcation
of the boundary conditions in the simulation not being fully
Fig. 6. Single layer of NCF formed over Tetrahedron. Experiment results shown
on the left and simulated shown on the right.
Fig. 7. A comparison between the experimental and simulated post-formed fabric geometries a) overlay of extracted grids b) Gradient plots of planar shear angles.
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representative of the double diaphragm forming process used in the
experiment.
3.4. Forming and compaction of multiple layers
Fibrous materials are highly compliant in the plane transverse to the
ﬁbre direction - with the application of low pressures their thickness
can be signiﬁcantly reduced. When coupled with even simple geome-
tries, this high compliance can result in the formation of wrinkles. A
typical example of this is the compaction of multiple layers over a
simple male radius. When compacted, the external radius of the lay-up
is reduced, producing an excess length of material. If the material is
constrained in-plane, via inter ply friction or other geometric features,
the excess material in the radius is unable to migrate and hence is
forced to deform out of plane to accommodate it, resulting in the for-
mation of wrinkles.
To determine whether the shell based forming approach is capable
of simulating the mechanisms behind these deformations, the forming
and compaction of eight layers of the NCF over a simple L-section tool is
simulated. The forming phase was performed by placing the layers of
NCF on top of a rigid surface. A body load was then applied to each
layer, forcing adjacent layers to come into contact and the lay-up to be
in contact with the rigid plate. A rigid surface representing the L-section
tool is then translated upwards using a velocity controlled displace-
ment. The contact between the L-section and the rigid plate is ne-
glected, allowing for the tool to penetrate through the rigid surface and
for the layers of NCF to be formed over the L-section.
Following the forming phase, a surface representing a vacuum bag is
then placed into the model, this is modelled using shell elements with
isotropic material properties. The displacement degrees of freedom at
the ends of the bag are given a ﬁxed condition, and a ramped pressure is
applied to the surface of the bag. This pressure compresses the NCF
layers against the L-Section tool, the simulation was stopped when a
thickness equivalent to 60%Vf was achieved at the centre of the radius.
Fig. 8 shows the thickness variation of the layup, across the L-sec-
tion, pre and post compaction. The model prior to compaction has a
lower thickness at the radius than in the arms of the L-section. During
the forming process the layup is forced to stretch and deform to con-
form to the radius, this causes a higher pressure to be exerted on the
layup at this region, resulting in a reduced thickness. After compaction
the centre of the radius still exhibits a lower thickness, however, the
compaction has encouraged wrinkles to form at its edges. Fig. 9 high-
lights the wrinkle formation in more detail, showing the resultant dis-
placement of the model from pre-compaction to post-compaction. It is
clear that two large wrinkles have formed at the edges of the radius and
a third, with a smaller wave height, but larger wave length, has begun
to form in the centre of the radius. This shows a similar trend to what
has been observed in Ref. [24].
4. Conclusions
This paper has introduced a meso-scale modelling approach for
predicting the forming and compaction of NCFs over simple and more
complex geometries. Initial fabric geometry has been predicted using a
unit cell multi-ﬁlament modelling method. This has been used to cap-
ture the interaction of the stitch yarn with the ﬁbrous tows during the
stitching process. The predicted geometry has then been used to gen-
erate a more computational eﬃcient meso-macro model, which is able
to predict both local and global deformations of the NCF during forming
and compaction processes.
Fig. 8. Surface gradient plot showing the thickness variation of the layup before compaction (left) and after compaction (right).
Fig. 9. Gradient plots showing the relative displacement from initial formed geometry (top) to compacted geometry (bottom).
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The method has been compared with experimental results to de-
termine its validity for use in simulating both forming and compaction
processes of a non-crimp fabric. The accuracy of the predictions has
highlighted its ability to capture the meso-scale deformations, which
occur during compaction, i. e undulations of ﬁbre path and changes to
tow cross section shape, and the large scale shear deformations induced
by the forming of a tetrahedron. Furthermore, the method has been able
to simulate the large transverse compliance of the material and inter-
ply interactions, both of which encourage the formation of wrinkles
during the compaction of multiple layers over simple curved tooling, as
shown in section 3.4.
By explicitly modelling the meso-scale structure and the complex
interactions that occur at this scale, the method is able to predict the
deformations of the material, independent of any experimental char-
acterisation of the physical specimen. The transfer of the properties and
methodology used for 3D woven fabrics, presented in Refs. [21] and
[23], to model NCFs, highlights the ﬂexibility of the method - showing
its ability to model a wide range of fabric architectures. The method
would beneﬁt from the inclusion of the real material properties of the
physical constituents within the model, but, as a method to examine
purely the deformations of the ﬁbrous structure, this kinematic ap-
proach has proven to be very capable.
The possible use of high ﬁdelity deformation models, like the one
proposed here, ranges from the design and optimisation of new textiles
and manufacturing processes, to pre-processors to generate the geo-
metry for mechanical analysis of the ﬁnal composite part. Although
their computation expense is signiﬁcantly higher than their continuum
based counterpart, the continual increase in computational power is
encouraging and makes their use increasingly more feasible within a
design environment.
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